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LETTER TO THE EDITOR FROM JOHN DE RIDDER 

Let’s abolish CVC pricing and the ICRA!  

Bevan Slattery calls connectivity virtual circuit pricing “galactically stupid”. But the analogy he makes 

is wrong. And, he is aiming at the wrong target; which should be the Initial Cost Recovery Account 

(ICRA).  

His claim is based simply on comparing the cost of carrying data over a CVC with costs of long 

distance data transmission. But, it is a false comparison. The CVCs is not a backhaul product but an 

artificial “pricing construct,” as NBN terms it. A CVC charge applies even when there is no physical 

‘backhaul’.  

This misunderstanding and the false comparisons can be avoided if NBN simply prices data per GB 

delivered. The 2010 corporate plan said “CVCs can be used as proxies for usage charging” (p103). 

Why use a proxy when you can have usage based charging? Abolish the CVC.  

We should not abandon both CVCs and usage based pricing. Having a fixed fee plus a usage fee is an 

efficient way of recovering costs. And, replacing the CVC with usage based pricing removes the 

perverse incentive to degrade the customer experience to cut costs. As David Epstein (Optus) said, 

CVC pricing “encourages mediocrity”. More con-tested networks drive both cost and quality down. A 

retail service provider (RSP) can do that in its network; but why allow it on the NBN network?  

This will not eliminate the risk of Australia becoming the most expensive country for broadband in 

the developed world. The real problem is that NBN has to recover its costs and its prices were set to 

match low regulated wholesale prices on Telstra’s copper network. That is a problem because the 

ACCC is allowing NBN to accumulate the difference between the actual and higher allowed revenues 

(the ABBRR) in the ICRA which at March 2016 stood at over A$6 billion (and which will probably 

exceed A$25 billion eventually). This means that NBN can draw on the ICRA account to exceed 

allowable revenues. We would expect the shareholders of a commercial provider that chose to price 

below cost (or over-invested) to cop it; not future users. The obvious solution to this real problem is 

to abolish (write-off) the ICRA (see my website for the April 2013 article on ICRA and the March 2014 

submission to the Vertigan Review on possible solutions).  

Bevan Slattery is right to say that there is a problem but it is not usage based pricing (neither the 

CVC nor cents/GB) but the ICRA which overhangs future revenues.  

John de Ridder is an independent telecoms economist. 


